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Dutch book of hours 
MS 274 
Early 15th-century example of a book of hours, a devotional volume used by 
wealthy lay people in later Middle Ages.  May have belonged to a Dutch 
noblewoman and includes, like others of its type, a calendar of saints’ days, 
psalms, prayers and Office for the Dead. Given to King’s College by the 
bibliophile and college benefactor, James Fraser (fl. 1680-1730). 
 

 

 
  
Gisbert de Buscoducis: Lectures on Aristotle 
c.1467 
MS 109 
This manuscript copy of Aristotle belonged to Master Robert Anderson, regent 
of the College of St. Salvator, University of St. Andrews. It is not documented 
how the manuscript came to Aberdeen but Aristotle's 'Physics' formed part of 
the first year Arts course at King's College. The lecture notes have been 
identified as those of George Licton of Moray, who studied at Louvain, 1467. 
Includes delightful illustrations: one shows a master reading from The Physics 
of Aristotle, another shows a student in a red gown, another shows a master 
delivering a lecture to his class. 

 

 

  
Roberto Caracciolo. Quadragesimale de poenitenti 
Basel: Ruppel, 1480? 
Inc 167 
Inscription by William Elphinstone and Hector Boece:  
lib. willi de elphyston [in the hand of Elphinstone] datus per eundem 
venerabilem patrem suo collegio universitatis Aberdonensis 1510 [in the hand 
of Hector Boece] 
One of the foundation books of King’s College, belonged to Elphinstone and 
then inscribed by Hector Boece, first principal of King’s and de facto librarian. 

 

 

  
Aristotle. Politica 
15th century 
MS 254 
This standard text of Aristotle was translated from the Greek by Leonardo 
Arretino (d. 1444), papal secretary and later Chancellor of Florence. The 
scribe was Johannes Andreae from Cologne. The text is a roman script with 
illuminated initials in an elaborate Florentine Renaissance style. This particular 
work much admired by Samuel Johnson when he visited the library in 1773.  
  
Aristotle.  Nicomachean ethics.  
Strassburg: Johann Mentelin, before 10 Apr. 1469 
Inc 4 
This is one of the earliest printed works of Aristotle and is from the University’s 
incunabula collection. It is another humanist translation by Leonardo Arretino. 
The book contains hand-produced coloured and illuminated initials, possibly 
by Mentelin himself who was originally a scribe. It is a fine example of early 
printing, showing the transition from manuscript books to print.  
  
Nicolaus Copernicus De revolutionibus orbium caelestiu. 
Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1566 
pi f521 Cop 2² 
This copy of De revolutionibus is famous because it contains a complete 
manuscript copy of an earlier work by Copernicus; the Commentariolus or, 
‘Little Commentary.’ This is an earlier version of the Copernican heliocentric 
theory which had circulated amongst astronomers for many years before the 
final publication of De revolutionibus. Only three copies of this manuscript are 
known to survive today, the original by Copernicus being lost.  The 
Commentariolus was passed amongst a succession of Renaissance scholars, 
including Liddel, evidence of the links in the network of astronomers and 
mathematicians in late sixteenth-century Europe.   

 

 



Letter of protection from Mary, Queen of Scots  
1562 
MSK 127  
Letter dated November 1562 from Mary, Queen of Scots to the staff and 
students of King’s College. King’s did not escape the ravages of the 
Protestant Reformation and its aftermath and was often the target of 
competing mobs. This led to assistance being sought and obtained from 
Mary, whose letter puts the College under her ‘special protection … and safe 
guard.’ 

 

 

  
Jacobite Army recruiting slip 
26th September 1745 
MacBean p Char Edw all  
Enrolment slip for Jacobite Army.Item is pasted to a larger piece of paper 
with a portrait of Charles Edward Stuart above and with pasted coloured 
pictures and a description of a ball at Clifton, Bath on the reverse. Originally 
thought to have been part of a scrap-book. 
The MacBean Collection is one of the largest Jacobite Collections in Britain. 
The material covers every aspect of the Jacobite rebellions ranging from 
official proclamations and reports (Hanoverian and Jacobite), tracts and 
pamphlets, through contemporary newspaper reports to satirical verse. 

 

 

  
Andreas Vesalius. De Humani Corporis Fabrica.  
Basel: Oporinus, 1543 
pi f611 Ves 1  
The Flemish physcian Andreas Vesalius (c.1514-1564) was just 28 when he 
produced the Fabrica. The book was published in Basel in 1543, with detailed 
engravings by artists from the workshop of Titian. Vesalius, who taught at the 
University of Padua, insisted upon educating by practical dissection which 
was revolutionary and controversial at the time.   
  
Tapestry Bible. The Bible, that is, the holy Scriptures…  
Amsterdam : Crafoorth, 1633. 
pi 22:42 633 1 
A copy of the Geneva bible in an exceptional tapestry binding. The bible has 
a false title-page claiming to be published in London in 1599 but in fact 
printed in Amsterdam in 1633 and then imported, illegally. Bound with the 
bible is an edition of the psalms, published in Edinburgh in 1632 by Janet 
Kene, the widow of Andro Hart, who had been one of Scotland’s most 
successful publishers and also importer of books.   
  
James Playfair: Plans of Cairness House: Plan of library. c.1791 
MS 1160/28/6/10-16 
James Playfair’s designs for Cairness House are from the estate archive of  
Gordon of Buthlaw and Cairness. The house, at Lonmay near Fraserburgh was 
re-designed in a neo-classical style in 1791-1797 for Charles Gordon using 
monies from his Jamaican plantations. The building fell into disrepair after 
WW2 but has been restored over the last three decades, using these original 
designs. 

 
  
Franz Michael Regenfuss. Auserlesene Schnecken, Muscheln und andre 
Schaalthiere.  
Kopenhagen: Godiche, 1758. 
SB ff594 Reg 
Regenfuss was engraver to the kings of Denmark-Norway from 1754 until his 
death. This famous Royal Folio edition of Selected gastropods, bivalves and 
other shellfish was the largest format work on shells ever produced, each 
engraving hand-coloured by Regenfuss’ wife. The 1758 publication was an 
immediate success that appealed equally to collectors of art and to 18th-
century conchologists working to identify and classify types and species. 

 

 
  



John Forbes. Cantus, songs and fancies… As is taught in the Musick-
school of Aberdeen. 
Aberdeen : Forbes, 1682. 
SBL 1682 F 1 
John Forbes was a music-printer and publisher in Aberdeen. This was the first 
book of secular music printed in Scotland after the Restoration and this, the 
third edition is the fullest. It is of great importance for our knowledge of 17th 
century musical taste in Scotland. The songs were mainly based on early 17th 
century English composers, but the texts were by Scottish composers of the 
period.   
  
Francis Peacock. Sketches relative to the history and theory, but more 
especially to the practice of dancing; as a necessary accomplishment to 
the youth of both sexes 
Aberdeen : Angus, 1805 
Lib R 7933 Pea 1 
Francis Peacock (1723-1807), was 82 when he published this guide to dance.  
Peacock was dancing master in Aberdeen from 1744. ‘Sketches’ is a 
teaching manual, so it covers both ballroom and teaching etiquette, as well 
as dance steps and styles. 
  

  
Donald Richard Mackenzie. Illustrated guide to the national dances of 
Scotland. 
Stirling : D.R. Mackenzie, 1910.  
Lib R 793.319411 McKe 
D R Mackenzie (1847-1931) was a dancing-master teaching in Stirling 
between the 1860s and 1910. This was one of the first guides to deal 
exclusively with traditional highland dancing and was intended for all classes 
of dancer and for teachers in particular. Although it is not always easy to 
interpret the steps, The ‘Guide’ is a fascinating record of Highland Dance as it 
was taught and danced at the end of the nineteenth century. 

 

 
  
Collection of Gavin Greig and James Bruce 
1876-1917 
MS 701-790 
Gavin Greig, folksong collector: collection of texts and music of ballads and 
folk-songs of the North East 1876-1917. Gavin Greig was born in 1856 and was 
schoolmaster at Whitehill, New Deer, Aberdeenshire. From 1903 he 
collaborated with the Reverend James Bruce Duncan in the recording of an 
extensive collection of folksong and ballad MSS, as part of a publication 
project with the New Spalding Club. The complete Greig-Duncan Folk Song 
Collection of 3,500 texts and 3,300 tunes was published in a joint venture 
between Edinburgh Mercat Press and Aberdeen University. 

 

 

  
A. D. Morice Collection of Playbills.  
1800-1876 
L ffAa Z8 Mor 
Playbills and theatre posters collected by Arthur Morice, advocate in 
Aberdeen and graduate of the University. Generally relating to Aberdeen, 
many of these ephemeral bills are unique and provide an insight into popular 
entertainment in the 19th Century. 
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